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Abstract - In the area of the big data, when the large

amount of images has been stored, it is very difficult to
process every image with every possible tag. Given the
greatness of such data, its continuous nature, and the
number of individual faces that may appear over a period of
time, it is not possible to large no of tag for the entire
collection of faces. A data-driven Gaussian process model of
facial appearance where Queries are processed on a
probabilistic database to generate the conditional answers,
of user’s Questions. And then the query-driven active
learning strategy will select questions to return to users for
feedback, which will be compute to update the query
answers. The experiments show that performing active
learning and tests in many real-world face recognition
tasks, which determines the effectualness of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The big multimedia data from heterogeneous sources will
play an important role in the future, supporting a variety
of end applications. Face tagging and clustering techniques
have been widely expanded and integrates in many
commercial photo management systems such as Google’s
Picasa and Apple photo. Liyan Zhang [1] usually produce
face clusters that have high exactness (faces in each
cluster refer to the same person), But low recall (faces of a
single person fall into different clusters. In addition, a
large number of small/singleton Face clusters are often
returned, which bring heavy burden on the users to label
all the faces in the album. One reason for low recall is due
to the large variation of faces in pose, expression,
clarification, occlusion, etc. That makes it challenging to
group faces correctly by using the standard techniques
that focus primarily on facial features and largely ignore
the context.
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Another reason is that when systems like Picasa ask for
manual feedback from the user, users most often prefer to
merge pure (high-precision) clusters rather than manually
clean contaminated (low-recall) ones. Consequently, such
systems are often tuned to strongly prefer the precision
over recall. Most such systems offer semi-automated
techniques – the system performs an initial clustering
based on various features, the result of which are returned
to the users for cluster refining and tagging. [1, 2] The
academic community has also chased similar methods for
interactive or “human-in-the loop” face tagging,
sometimes addressed in an active learning framework.
Notably, such methods, though interactive, are still applied
in an “offline” setting assuming one has access to all the
data and all tags of interest. In a typical family photo,
besides the information, even while taking the photo the
main problems came of when and where, who is in the
photo is essential. Therefore, face annotation is becoming
a necessary part of the management of photos depiction
people.
Since The System do not have the computational power
to process every image with every possible tag, and
moreover, not have the manpower to clean up all the
potentially buzzing results, Therefore an “offline” setting
is simply too difficult in the context of big multimedia data.
[5] In 2014 a Sheng-Jun Huang develops an active learning
approach, QUIRE, for both single-label and multi-label
learning, which extends the explorative research It is
based on the min-max view of active learning, which
provides a systematic way for measuring and combining
the in formativeness and the representativeness.
In classical face recognition it is usually to optimize some
form of recognition or verification rate on a probe set of
test images, given a fixed gallery of training images (and
possibly some generic training data of general faces
outside the probe and gallery sets). [2] The requirement is
to match to the requirements of most traditional
applications of face recognition such as surveillance. It
extends the classical active learning paradigm and
presents a framework that allows the acquisition of
additional sources of prior information. The framework,
this can be regarded as a form of match constraint. The
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Mehran Kafai [6] developed a Reference face graph (RFG)
based method where unknown face can be recognized, the
state-of-the-art methods with same feature types.
Normal face clustering approaches that are based on
analyzing facial features can already achieve highprecision results. However, it often suffers from low recall
due to the large variation of face. In pose expression,
clarification, occlusion, etc. To improve the clustering
recall without reducing the high precision [1] Liyan Zing
determines the heterogeneous context information to
iterative- lee merge the clusters referring to same entities.
Firstly investigate the appropriate methods to utilize the
context information at the cluster level, including using of
common scene", people accompaniment human attributes,
and clothing. Liyan Zhang then propose a unified
framework that employs bootstrapping to automatically
learn adjustive rules to integrate this heterogeneous
discourse information, a- long with facial features,
together. [7] Sharad Malothra, discussed about, a novel
Query-Driven Approach (QDA) is developed that performs
a minimal number of cleaning steps. That are only
necessary to answer a given selection query correctly. [7]
However, this clustering-based match constraint is liable
to errors in the clustering and the active learning
approach relies on a number of trial and error based. The
framework is more generally applicable to both match and
non-match constraints, and more principled.
In a Google if we are searching the images for any
celebrities or politician, so at the time of searching from
user’s perspective it doesn’t gives feedback i.e. user is not
satisfied from the result set of the images from users side.
Because by not giving the feedback it only shows the
related sets of results of the images. So our approach is to
provide the feedback for the user through generating the
query for the image retrieval. [8] Jingyu Cui provides
inhomogeneous context information to improve the recall
of cluster results without reducing the high precision. MDS
and other state-of-the-art visual image Techniques to give
users a more all-inclusive impression of the similarities
between the clusters.
In this paper we are reviewing a Query Generation
Technique and also determines the relationship between
images, it focuses on a new technology in the world of big
data analysis which can be referred to as “just in time
analysis” or query-time analysis where it focuses on a new
“query-driven” paradigm to face clustering/tagging which
can
be
consistently
integrated
into
image
analysis/retrieval process. The System does not process
the entire data set. Instead, data is processed in the
reference of an application which limits expensive analysis
to only the part of data that is needed for analysis. [10]
This is a huge savings, especially in the interactive face
tagging setting that requires human-being input where the
speed and volume of the data prevents tagging the entire
data set.
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To implement this strategy, a notion of query-driven
active learning has been used. Such as rather than asking a
human to provide a label that minimizes label uncertainty
over all the data, system will asks for a label that reduces
the uncertainty in answers for the particularly query. For
example, if a user queries the system for images of
“Rohan”, system will likely interactively prompt the user
to provide tags for John or face that get confused with
John.
A Database is fast support for powerful operators such as
selections “show me all male faces”, complex selections such
as (e.g., “male faces with Sohan”), aggregations (“who
appeared most often with Jim”), and joins (“all pictures of a
person who appeared with Jim”). A query language is
fundamental which determines the use of active-learning
approach because it allows to focus user effort on labelling
data that matters (i.e., relevant for the user’s query).
The Structure of the system determines by given a media
dataset, a probabilistic database is build by enhancing
systematic attributes using visual concept detectors (for
example, tuned for faces and particular face attributes).
When users fires a high level semantic query (translated
to SQL query algebra), the database manager will process
the query and return an answer to the query. If users are
not satisfied with the answer, the human-in-the-loop
component will be activated. It will automatically generate
questions to ask users for feedback, based on which the
final query answer will be updated until users are
satisfied, and thus final images will be displayed.

2. RELATED WORK
Since lot of work and efforts has been taken while
providing the efficient way to implement Query
Generation Technique. In this section we discussed about
existing techniques used to implement Query driven.
In 2013, Liyan Zhang [1] proposed a unified framework
that uses bootstrapping to automatically learn
accommodative rules to integrate this diversified
discourse information, a-long with facial features,
together. Experimental results on two personal photo
collections and one real-world surveillance dataset
demonstrate the effectiveness of the system approach in
improving recall while maintaining very high precision of
face clustering. Normal face clustering approaches that
are based on analyzing facial features can already achieve
high-precision results. However, they often suffers from
low recall due to the large variation of faces in pose,
expression, clarification, occlusion; etc
In 2009, Ashish Kapoor [2] proposed an algorithm that
guides the user to tag faces in the best possible order
during face recognition aided tagging scenario. Asish
Kapoor, Amir Zadeh uses the active learning prototype to
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take advantage of constraints known apriori. Similarly, in
the context of images, it is common that the faces from a
single track must be of the same person. They considered
two types of constraints. Non-match constraints mean that
two examples must have different labels. An example of
such a constraint occurs when two people appear in the
same photograph. Match constraints mean that two
examples must have the same label. It demonstrated that
the addition of such constraints can improve the
performance of active learning
In 2012, Jinhui Tang, [3] semantic-gap-oriented active
learning method, shows the semantic gap measure into the
data minimization-based sample selection strategy. Jinhui
extended the sparse-graph-based semi supervised
learning method to multi label setting by combining the
semantic correlation.
In 2004, Neeraj Kumar [4] focuses on images of faces
and the attributes used to describe them. They show how
one can create and label large datasets of real-world
images to train classifiers which measure the presence,
absence, or degree to which an attribute is expressed in
images. These classifiers can then automatically label new
images. Finally, named Face Tracer and PubFig datasets
has introduces, with labelled attributes and identities.
Expressible visual attributes are labels that can be given to
an image to describe its appearance.
In 2007, Sheng-Jun Huang [5] proposed Active learning
algorithms were it uses to combine the two query
selection criteria; they are usually ad hoc in finding
unlabeled instances that are both informative and
representative. The System address this limitation by
developing a principled approach, termed QUIRE, based
on the min-max view of active learning. The Sheng-Jun
Huang provides a systematic way for measuring and
combining the in formativeness and representativeness of
an unlabeled instance .A QUIRE based approach used that
perform active learning approaches in both single-label
and multi-label learning. It is based on the min-max view
of active learning, which provides a systematic way for
measuring and combining the in formativeness and the
representativeness.
In 2014, Mehran Kafai [6] proposed face recognition in
the context of graph theory. As The demand for free
practical face recognition is increasing with the increase of
online multimedia such as social networks, and images
surveillance footage where face analysis is important. The
approach made in this is face recognition is the context of
graph theory. An unknown face is recognized using an
external Reference Face Graph (RFG). A RFG is generated
and by comparing it to the faces in the constructed RFG,
the recognition of a given face is achieved RFG recognition
is used in conjunction with DCT locality sensitive hashing
for efficient retrieval to ensure quantifiability.
Experiments are conducted on several publicly available
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databases and the results show that the system
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods without any preprocessing necessities such as face alinement.
In 2014, Sharad Malothra [7], proposed a novel QueryDriven Approach (QDA) developed, that performs a
minimum number of cleaning steps that are only
necessary to answer a given selection query correctly. This
research opens several interesting directions for future
investigation. While selection queries (as studied in this
paper) are an important class of queries on their own,
developing QDA techniques for other types of queries (e.g.,
joins) is an interesting direction for future work.Sharad
malothra , Hotham Altwaijry also develop a solutions for
efficient maintenance of a database state for succeeding
querying.
In 2007, Jingyu Cui [8], proposed a several innovational
interaction techniques for semi-automatic photo notation.
Their main approach provides the following new features:
“cluster annotation” puts similar faces or photos with
similar scene together, and enables user label them in one
operation; “contextual re-ranking” boosts the labelling
productivity by guessing the user intention; “ad hoc
annotation” allows ser label photos while they are
browsing or searching, and improves system performance
increasingly through learning generation. MDS and other
state-of-the-art visualization techniques to give users a
more general impression of the same likewise between the
clusters.
In 2006, Timo Ahonen [9] proposed a novel and efficient
facial image representation based on local binary pattern
(LBP) texture features. The performance of the Timo
Ahonen shows a method which is measure in the face
recognition problem under different challenges. In this a
face image is divided into several regions from which the
LBP feature distributions are extracted and concatenated
into an enhanced feature vector to be used as a face
descriptor. The LBP operator has been widely used in
different applications Such as texture classification, image
retrieval, etc. Before this it was not obvious to imagine
that such texture operator that is to be useful in
representing facial images.
In 2016, Liyan Zhang [10] introduced a query-drive for
face clustering/tagging which can be seamlessly
integrated into image analysis/retrieval process, to
address the challenges of big data. The focus is to look into
query-driven active learning strategies to achieve accurate
query answers with minimum user participation.
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value obtained for the set of top k samples existing after
each relevant sample is retrieved, and this value is then
averaged over information needs
In simple terms it contains a high-level semantic query
(translated to SQL query algebra); the database manager
will process the query and return an answer to the query.
If users are not satisfied with the answer, the human-inthe-loop component will be active. It will automatically
generate questions to ask users for feedback, based on
which the final query answer will be updated until users
are satisfied.

Fig -1: Training Set
Query-Driven approach it is a technique of visual tagging,
focusing on the application of face tagging and clustering,
and even it shows the relationship among the images by
forming the clusters as per users point of view. It
determines the active learning with query-driven
probabilistic databases, so as to achieve accurate query
answers with minimum user contestation. “Just in time
analysis” or query-time analysis where we do not process
the entire data set. Rather, data is processed in the context
of an application which limits valuable analysis to only the
part of data that is needed for analysis. So the goal is to
choose which faces to tag (or questions to ask users) in
order to achieve the accurate query answers as soon as
possible among the large dataset of the images.
Here the system will contain the no of images from the
datasets available as PubFig, Wedding and Surveillance.
And conduct experiments on four data collections in a
database as a large, real-world face dataset consisting of
large no of images, and performs a training sets on an
images. In the experiments, we mainly concentrate on the
person related “selection” queries. To assume user
behaviours, that users will specify the target person by
labelling one or several groups of faces, and present
queries with specific conditions (e.g., find images about
Jim and young lady together).

Among the large no of images a By using a technique of
Query Generation, even though there are large no of
images has been stored, by extracting particular image
from a users perspective, the user don’t want to feed
different pictures for finding the images, rather they just
want is to generate queries and according to that the
images are displayed, and if the user is not satisfied, it
against generates the queries until the final images are
displayed according the users perspective..This is the main
motivation of the project. And among this it also shows the
relationship between the different images
Egg: “The 2 persons are good friends and they have click
number of photos among different types i.e. in Hajiali, ,
Gateway of India, Kamala Nehru park, Church-gate station
etc, but among those if users only want those photos that
click on Gate way of India , this is one query generated, but
user not satisfies, because he wants the photos were
among large friends he want the photo where he clicked
near Taj hotel, again the query generated related to that
image, but again he want the photos where he takes a
photo with friend Raj only, then again the query generated
related to that, and according to that the final image
displayed.”
The main review focuses among the large no of images,
by generating the query it is easy to retrieve the image
seen in the above example.es according the users
satisfaction, and also shows the relationship between the
different images as we have

The framework is able to answer the query in the active
learning. Query answer is returned to users in a form of
ranking list where each result node is sorted based on the
relevancy probability p (r). Average precision has been
wide use of, to measure the quality of information
retrieval task due to its good favouritism and constancy.
Therefore, the review focuses on a metric to evaluate the
quality of query answer. It is the average of the precision
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Fig -2: System Flow
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Generate SQL Queries for user Keyword.
Execute generated queries from a database.
Analyze a Query results for pre-processing.
Generate a Query results.
Take a Feedback from a user, whether a display
query results is satisfied or not as per user
perspective.
If yes then user is satisfies and finished the
system.
If No, then generate query for user feedback as
per previous results.
After collecting a feedback from a user then
execute a step 2.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We discussed about Query Generation technique which
is used to retrieve the possible images in a efficient way
from a user point of view, the main task is that it takes a
feedback from a user i.e. generates queries as per user
perspective, due to this it is easy to retrieve the image. It
also shows the relationship among the images. Querydrive prototype for face clustering/tagging which can be
integrates into image analysis/retrieval process. Querydriven active learning and the main task is to achieve
accurate query answers with minimum user participation.
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